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Abstract—Our view of environment for context-aware appli-
cations is a place, which contains devices, digital services and
people with their social contexts. Therefore, understanding place
will contribute to the successful of applications. In this paper,
we introduce two issues: (i) there is a need for sharing context
knowledge about place; (ii) using a multiagent framework for
modeling place will improve the system scalability and robust-
ness. To support the idea, we have built a tool called Sematic-
PlaceBrowser for discovering place context and contributing
to the knowledge base. The knowledge base can be shared
and contributed among different applications. The Semantic-
PlaceBrowser can be deployed at different scales, such as from
a place as small as a room or as big as a shopping complex.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pervasive computing environments are becoming larger
where there is a trend towards larger scale computing such
as entire shopping complexes and urban environments. In
this paper, we view the pervasive computing environment
as a place, which contains computers and people with their
relationships. Places can be different in scale; it can be a room
or can be a suburb. We examine a place in which our activ-
ities and social relationships happen with the enhancement
of computer-mediated services. That environment contains a
group of computers, people and services in a physical place.
We called that environment a Place-Based Virtual Community
(PBVC). The Place-based Virtual Community (PlaceComm for
short) is a kind of community that includes both place-based
community and virtual community characteristics: common
goals interest, share the same physical place, communications
happen at a place are both face-to-face and mediated by
computers.

The community is supported by both place-specific digital
services, and online services, where environment awareness
is supported by sensing devices. In other words, PlaceComm
is a virtual community that is superimposed on the physical
place, characterized by the community that occupied that place
in a period of time. We do not model the world like Nexus’
approach [1], but model the physical place in a PlaceComm
with specific sensed contexts.

In addition, people may interact with multiple PBVCs. A
PBVC may overlap with or be located within another. For
example, when users go to a shopping center, they can be
both in the shopping center community and the supermarket
community within that shopping center at the same time.
People can dynamically join communities to use services when

they are inside the communities. Thus, effectively, the user
is within a stack of PBVCs which changes with the user’s
movements into and out of communities. The stack structure is
implied by the nesting of one community within another area,
corresponding to simple geographical containment or overlap.
In other words, communities can be stacked up [2].

At first look, things in a particular place are not related
to each other. So why would we call them a community?
Actually, even though they are not aware of each other, they
share the same context of the environment. They physically
belong to that place no matter they are aware of it or
not. They are in the environment and contribute context to
the environment. It would be very useful if there exists an
affordable tool that can help people discover and understand
the place as well as contribute back their context to the place
for other people to use.

In order to build a system that facilitates the contribution and
sharing of context information, we found that the multiagent
system approach is a suitable solution, because multi-agent
systems are considered a promising approach for building
complex applications [3]. Using a multiagent framework for
modeling the pervasive computing environments will improve
the system scalability and robustness.

To illustrate this idea, we introduce an application called
Semantic-PlaceBrowser, which is implemented as a client
for exploiting our PlaceComm framework. The Semantic-
PlaceBrowser is set of applications that runs on a Nokia N95
mobile phone and can discover hidden context of place by
using the phone’s built-in sensors. In addition, the Semantic-
PlaceBrowser can send queries to the PlaceComm Framework
to get information from the knowledge base. The PlaceComm
framework is a multiagent system that facilitates multiple users
and can be deployed in a variety of places.

Our contributions are to:
• develop Semantic-PlaceBrowser, a tool for sensing con-

text of place and contributing context to the knowledge
base;

• develop a knowledge base for context sharing and reusing
amongst applications; and

• present our PlaceComm Framework for developing
context-aware applications in the large scale using agents
technology.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
PlaceComm framework with its ontology and knowledge base.



Fig. 1. Location, Space, and Place

Section 3 introduces the Semantic-PlaceBrowser with two
usage scenarios: physical browsing and semantic browsing.
The continuing section is related work. The final section is
conclusion and future work.

II. THE PLACECOMM FRAMEWORK

We view the pervasive computing environment as a place
with all of these aspects: location, people present, activities
at that place and relationships among them. There are three
words we might find when speaking about place: location,
space and place. Space is the 3D structure of the physical
world that contains people and things. In contrast, place is
a space with experiences due to human behaviors, cultural
expectation and social meaning: we act in place [4]. Each
place has a specific meaning that “shapes actions” or behaviors
[5]. A general accepted definition for place is a meaningful
location. However, place is not only a meaningful location.
Harrison et al. claimed that “Space is the opportunity; place
is the understood reality; we are located in space, but we
act in place” [4]. Similarly, Cresswell looks at place in a
way of understanding the world [6]. The author claimed that
“place needs to be understood as an embodied relationship
with the world. Places are constructed by people doing things
and in this sense are never “finished” but are constantly being
performed”.

PlaceComm is a framework for developing context-aware
applications with place as a key abstraction. PlaceComm
is built using the JADE/LEAP framework [7]. PlaceComm
takes the view of pervasive environments as a PBVC. The
PlaceComm framework contains four main components:
• Sensing components: takes care of context information

sensing and gathering.
• Knowledge Base: used for storing context knowledge as

well as answering semantic queries about context.
• PlaceComm API: is the collection of library for building

agents for modeling the Place-based Virtual Community.
• Service Enabler: is a collection of API and agents that

enable user to build their own service with predefined
format.

A. PlaceComm System Architecture

Figure 2 shows the system architecture of the PlaceComm
framework. The architecture is divided into four layers: context
gathering layer, context-processing layer, community layer and
application layer.

Fig. 2. PlaceComm Framework Architecture

The first layer is context gathering layer. It contains physical
sensors managed by agents that can sense the environment to
get context information.

The second layer is the Context-Processing Layer. This layer
take cares of all activities related to context. The Context-
Preprocessing Agent receives sensed context information from
Sensor Agents and preprocesses them before passing infor-
mation to the Knowledge Base Agents (KBA) to insert into
the Context Knowledge Base (CKB). The core component in
here is the CKB which is built on top of the PBVC ontology
(see figure 3). The Knowledge Base Agent is responsible for
knowledge insertion and query answering. It can also convert
the query results to facts and put into rule repository for
context reasoning. We use the Jessrules as a rule engine for our
system [8]. The Context-Reasoning Agent will take advantage
of the Jess rules engine and the Knowledge base Agent to
answer complex queries as well as provide reasoning services
for applications. The Comm Agent is in charge of community-
to-community communications realizing the community stack
concept [2].

The third layer is the community layer. It includes six
different types of agents that represent a PBVC: Community
Agent, Place Agent, Contributed-Context Agent, Device Agent,
Service Agent and Monitoring Agent. The Community Agent
acts as a “receptionist” of the community. It knows other
agents in the community. Whenever a request is sent to the
community, this agent receives and finds a suitable agent to
that task and introduces them together. The roles of Commu-
nity Agent are similar to the roles of inetd super-server in the
unix operating system.

The top layer is the application layer, it contains User
Agent (UA) and Mobile User Agent (MUA). UA and MUA are
special kind of agents that can allow the user to communicate



Fig. 3. The PBVC Ontology

with other software agents in the lower layer. It also has the
ability to communicate and to collaborate with other user
agents in different applications. This is the most powerful
feature of the multiagent system. The MUA is built for running
on mobile devices such as Nokia N95 which is strong on
mobility and sensing devices. The UA is built for running
on resource rich device, such as laptop or desktop which is
strong on the resouce rich and powerful computational ability.

B. PBVC Ontology

The PBVC ontology stores core concepts and vocabulary for
implementing the knowledge base for the PlaceComm frame-
work. The PBVC ontology is illustrated in Figure 3. These
relationships are predicates that help the reasoner traverse
through nodes to obtain knowledge. In order to keep track
of context history, we provide a Context class which acts like
a context repository for place,location, people, and devices.

III. THE SEMANTIC-PLACEBROWSER

We are consend that capturing and understanding the context
of place is crucial for context-aware applications. Therefore
we build an application called: Semantic-PlaceBrowser which
is not only can sense the environment but also can discover
hidden context using semantic browsing technique based on
ontology reasoning and context reasoning.

Figure 4(a) shows the system architecture for the Semantic-
Place Browser. The architecture is divided into three layers
depended on technology is used. The lowest layer is sep-
arate program implemented using Python and C++ to get
the low level sensors information such as the accelerometor
and Wireless LAN information. This layer communicate with
second layer using TCP/IP socket. The second layer which
we improve on our previous work on PlaseSense [9], we make
use of J2ME technologies to sense Bluetooth devices (JSR82),
get cell towers (JSR120) and GPS coordinates (JSR179). .The
sematic-browsing layer is implemented using the JADE/LEAP

agent [7]. The UserAgent here only sends SPARQL queries
and receive answers to the Community Agent as a string data.
It leaves the computing consuming task to the server side
which comprises the community of agents (See figure 2)

(a) Semantic-PlaceBrowser
Architecture

(b) Low level browsing (c) SPARQL query

Fig. 4. MUA and running screen shots

Figure 4(b) shows the physical browsing results for low-
level browsing. Figure 4(c) shows the SPARQL query on
mobile phone will be sent to the Community Agent.

The semantic browsing functionality includes two parts:
ontology reasoning and context reasoning based on rules.
The ontology reasoning makes use of Jena API to check
consistency, classification type of context. The context rea-
soning is a combination of two steps: extract relevant context
information from knowledge base then pass the result to jess
rule engine via a triples-to-facts conversion procedure inside
Knowledge Base Agent to provide a deducted context. We
do not convert the whole knowledge base into facts in Jess
engine like OWL2Jess method [10]. By this approach, we can
improve the computational speed by working in a smaller set
of triples acquired from the query. The context information
extraction is implemented using SPARQL queries. We have
implemented 32 predefined queries for getting knowledge of
the community. Due to the page limit, we only introduce a
SPARQL query that can be sent from MUA to find where are
Tuan’s friends from timestamp T1 to timestamp T2 in listing 1

Listing 1. Where are Tuan’s friends?
SELECT ? l o c a t i o n ? p e r s o n
WHERE {? l o c a t i o n r d f : t y p e p l c : L o c a t i o n .
? l o c a t i o n pbvc : h a s T i m e I n s t a n t ? t imes t amp .
? t imes t amp pbvc : t imes t amp ? v a l u e .
? l o c a t i o n pbvc : b e l o n g t o P e r s o n a l C o n t e x t

? P e r s o n a l C o n t e x t .
? P e r s o n a l C o n t e x t pbvc : c r e a t e d B y P e r s o n

? p e r s o n .
? p e r s o n f o a f : f r i e n d O f ? personTuan .
? personTuan f o a f : name ? nameOfTuan
FILTER ( ( ? v a l u e >=T1 && ? v a l u e <= T2 ) &&
( ? nameOfTuan= ” TuanNguyen ” ˆ ˆ xsd : s t r i n g ) ) }

IV. RELATED WORK

The idea of browsing the environment interests many re-
searchers [11], [12], [13]. However, little research focused



on sharing the captured context information amongst different
applications.

We are inspired by the idea of people centric sensing [14],
where the community knowledge is contributed and enriched
by members using Semantic-PlaceBrowser. Further more, we
also provide a framework which includes the knowledge base
and the mechanism for reusing and contributing amongst
applications. Therefore, when building a new application for
the same environment, we do not have to worry about the
context sensing and capturing part. We just focus on using the
sensed context more efficiently.

Castelli et al. describe the term “Browsing the world” which
is the vision that in the near future, we can browse not only the
web but also the physical world around us by using sensors to
discover objects tagged with RFID in the environment[15].
In contrast, Semantic-PlaceBrowser browse real devices in
the world: Bluetooth and WLAN. In the future, the RFID
tags discovery can be implemented via using Bluetooth RFID
reader.1

Nakamura et al. in [12] introduced a AmbientBrowser
application that helps users browse web pages in daily activ-
ities without touching the computer. The AmbientBrowser’s
approaching looks similar to the Semantic-PlaceBrowser at
first look. The AmbientBrowser focuses on loading web pages
from the Internet that have content topics relevant to the
keywords stored inside the RFID tag wearing by the users,
while Semantic-PlaceBrowser is a “magnifier” to discover the
surrounding physical environment by using sensing technology
and semantic technology.

Another project called PlaceBrowser has been discussed in
[13]. PlaceBrowser is a PDA based application that allows
the user of the application to navigate around an area of
geographical interest, such as a city, using a zoomable, panable
hierarchy of aerial images, in a fashion similar to Google
Maps. The novel aspect to the work is that an area of precise
interest within the map can be pin-pointed by the user by
directly dragging out a rectangular area on the map.

The novel idea of the Semantic-PlaceBrowser is the ability
of sensing physical environments and discovering the new
context that cannot be directly sensed by sensors but obtained
by inference. Furthermore, the knowledge base facilitates
context storing for sharing amongst applications.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Currently, the Semantic-PlaceBrowser can sense bluetooth
devices, wifi ID, cell towers and detect the movement and
acceleration. In mobile phone there are still more technologies
that can be used for sensing such as microphone, camera,
light sensor and radio. In the future, we will deploy in many
users mobile device for large scale performance measurement.
Furthermore, the knowledge base with rules will strengthen the
ability to acquire reasoned context. These approaches require
much effort for implementation; therefore we leave this for
future work.

1http://www.rfid-in-china.com/2008-11-09/products detail 2162.html

In conclusion, for developing context-aware computing
applications on a large scale where many applications are
acquiring context, a shared context knowledge base for the
environment is extremely useful. The Semantic-PlaceBrowser
with the PlaceComm framework is a proof of concept appli-
cation that facilitates the context gathering and contribution to
the knowledge base with multi-user support.
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